Dual Monitor Hood

Installation Instructions
In The Package:

Two monitor hood halves
Two knob and screw sets
Four silicone support buttons (2 extra)
Two rolled foam tapes (if needed)

ATTENTION!
Photodon is here to make sure you are
satisfied with our product. If you have
questions or concerns, please check out the

Installing The Hood:
A second person is needed for this step
to help hold the hood until the cord is
tightened.
Pull the top and bottom cord up across the
top and loop over the back knob to keep

them from slipping off.
Place the hood on the monitors.

Installation Video:

https:1/youtu.be/uyoOpSMzhnE
or contact us at:
sales@photodon.com / 847-377-1185

Overview
Installation of this hood requires two
people; one person to hold it in place

while the other person adjusts and sets the
elastic cord.
Installation consists of assembling the hood
by joining the two halves, securing the
hood with an elastic cord, applying the
support buttons; and making
final adjustments.

Assemble the Hood
On a large table orfloor area, align the back
holes and insert one of the screws from the
bottom side. Lightly tighten the knob
on top.
Insert the screw from the bottom side of
the slot and lightly tighten the knob at the
approximate angle of your monitors.

Loop the bottom cord around the bottom
corners as shown the second image.
Adjust the angle of the hood and hand
tighten the 2 knobs on top.
Tighten the mount by adjusting the slack
in the elastic cord from both of the cord
locks. You may need to slide the cord from
the backside to get the tension that is best
for your monitor. The cord should be fairly
tight. It is possible that you may need to
change the holes that the cord is using to
improve the mount for your monitor.

Note: On certain
flat panel screens
or backward and tilt it slightly up or down
the weight of the
to give it the look you want. Typically the
hood may cause the
top of the hood is level with the monitor.
monitor to drift down.
In this case, a strip of
Apply Support Buttons:
material (foam or
Make sure the hood is sitting properly on
cardboard) cut to the
your monitor; look at it from all sides. If the
proper size and placed
elastic cord is not keeping the hood exactly
between the
where you want it, you can use the black
monitor and the
support buttons to help hold it as needed.
support bracket
Remove the liner of one of the black
(stand) in the back of
support buttons and place the support
the monitor will keep
button on the top inside corner of the
this from happening.
hood tight to the monitor. Press firmly to
adhere. Repeat for the opposite side as
Hood Care
needed.
The outside and inside surface can be
cleaned with glass cleaner or light
solution of dishsoap and water. The outside
can be polished with autmotive vinyl cleaner
as needed. Be careful not to submerse or
allow the edges to get wet.
The Look: You can adjust the hood forward

Congratulations!
Secure the Cord
Once satisfied with the mount, tie off the
extra cord.

Enjoy many years of reduced eye strain and
improved screen viewing.

Attach the light-blocking
foam strip (optional)
This may be done after installing the hood if
necessary. Cut the foam strip to length and
apply along the top edge of your monitor.
Peel the paper to expose the adhesive. This
prevents light from seeping in where a gap
may be present.

Thank you for your purchase!

